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QUESTION 1

Which properties define a cloud environment? 

A. Self-service, dedicated leased services in-house 

B. Dedicated, but privatized, virtualized data center technologies in-house 

C. Power, connectivity, physical security 

D. Self-service, Internet server computing, shared resources, pay as you use 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization wants to deploy SaaS applications in their cloud. The SaaS applications will be using application HA to
maintain up-time levels of 99,9%. What should the cloud architect include in the design to support this up-time
requirement? 

A. Sufficient host capacity 

B. HA licenses for hypervisors 

C. Quorum disks 

D. Replication licenses for hypervisors 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has the following requirements: Modular building blocks Scalability In-house management solution No
physical SAN What type of infrastructure would meet these requirements? 

A. Cloud-in-a-Box 

B. Converged 

C. Traditional 

D. Hyper-Converged 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference https://www.belden.com/blog/data-centers/data-center-scalability-why-it-matters-in- yourinfrastructure 

 

QUESTION 4
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS REMINDER 

The remaining questions are associated with two cases. Each case has an introductory, descriptive passage (case text)
that describes background information and requirements for a specific cloud based design. And each case has a set of 

six related, randomized questions. You will need to read the case text in order to answer the related questions
correctly. 

Given that there are two cases with six scored questions each, the total number of case-based scored questions is 12. 

When you display each questions you can easily review the related case text in a pop-up window by clicking on the
"Case" icon (shown below) 

Case 4 

Refer to the exhibit. 

Your company is currently using a traditional SAN storage network. The server infrastructure is partially virtualized.
There is a public cloud in place that is used to test development and application migration to cloud. 

Business requirements: 

Consolidate the network, storage, and compute resources Simplify network management and storage provisioning
Maintain application performance 

Need to share resources to reduce cost and improve efficiency Other considerations: 

Monitoring of protection SLAs 

All transactions must be logged for auditing review 
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Users are validated using internal credentials 

Refer to Case 4. 

You are designing the network components for a Do-It-Yourself private cloud solution. You want to restrict domain
events and minimize traffic disruptions between nodes. 

Which compute to storage connectivity solution provides this function? 

A. VSAN 

B. FC SAN 

C. VLAN 

D. VXLAN 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which cloud services are typically responsible for automatically scaling applications? 

A. Orchestration and monitoring 

B. Service catalog and orchestration 

C. Metering and automation 

D. Monitoring and metering 

Correct Answer: C 
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